MANY ASCD members have expressed a need for a handbook on cooperative curriculum research. Preparation of such a publication, however, will take considerable time. In the meantime, there are available many excellent magazine articles, pamphlets and books dealing with promising new developments in research and in research methodology.

The following carefully selected bibliography has been compiled in order to provide an immediate source of information and assistance to ASCD members. For convenience, the bibliography has been organized in three sections, the titles of which are self-explanatory.

**Materials Which Provide a General Background of Information About Cooperative Curriculum Research**


STODDARD, GEORGE D. "Educational Research Lacks Impact; It Avoids Controversies and Human Values." The


MATERIALS DEALING MORE SPECIFICALLY WITH NEWER ASPECTS OF RESEARCH METHODOLOGY


MATERIALS WHICH DESCRIBE, DISCUSS AND INTERPRET RECENT PROJECTS IN COOPERATIVE CURRICULUM RESEARCH

DECEMBER 1952


JENKINS, DAVID H. AND LIPPITT, RONALD. Interpersonal Perceptions of Teachers, Students, and Parents. Washing-
ton, D. C., Adult Education Service, 1951.

WHATEVER YOUR GROUP IS THINKING ABOUT
TODAY... OR ANY DAY...

MOR-PLA JUMBO-BLOX SET THE SCENE
FOR SOCIAL AND DRAMATIC PLAY

The big hollow blox that interlock... build full, child-size articles quickly, with minimum teacher help! Set the scene for any project... use them from nursery right on up through primary grades... Mor-Pla Blox hold interest all the way! Solve the problem of how to get most play value from your equipment... choose MOR-PLA!
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